Introduction
The trio generated by the commutative closure c((al ... ak) *) of the regular language (al ..a Q)* is studied. For each positive integer k, let S& be the set of all regular languages over k symbols, and let ~(9~) be the language family which consists of the commutative closures of all languages in c!&. Latteux proves in [3] that the trio generated by the language family c(&) coincides with the trio generated by the language c((alaz)*), i.e., U(c(&))= g(c((a,a,)*)).
In [4] it is asked whether or not the equality U(c(&&)) = V(c(@ ... Q)*)) holds for every k 13. We shall give an affirmative answer to this question.
Preliminaries
The reader is referred to [l] for all concepts that are not defined here.
Let Z1 be a finite alphabet. For each x in ZT and each language L c Z:
to be the set of all words, which are permutations of the work x, and c( For each language family Y: let U(U) ( g(U)) be the smallest (full) trio containing _Z 0166-218X/82/0000-0000/$02.75 0 1982 North-Holland
The main theorem
We now prove our central result.
Theorem. U(C(~'~)) = %?(I$) for each k in TV+.
Proof is a computation such that f2(t) is in Ek. Basing on the Parikh-mappings of the words f2(t') and f2(t) and on the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) it can be shown that t = t', and thus is in L. Now, by Theorem 3.2.1. of [l] , L =M(Ek) is in ??(E,). Clearly Ek is a SLIPlanguage and thus, by Proposition 11.11 of [3] , the family V(Ek) is closed under arbitrary homomorphism, i.e., V(Ek) = @(Ek). So L = kf(Ek) is in V(Ek) and the proof is complete. q 
